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Hello Beautiful!

This salon believes in outstanding communication and full 
transparency. A professional artist has a responsibility to her client to 
ensure safety and satisfaction. 

It is also a professional curtesy to educate a client if they choose, on 
application risks and safety. 

We also want our clients to get the FULL benefit of their investment. 

We know that a good service, when applied professionally and taken 
care of by a well-informed recipient will cost a fraction of the price 

compared to a cheap service that is quick, damaging and need 
frequent upkeep.

Hope you find this reading informative! 

If you have any questions, never hesitate to ask.

CLIENT EDUCATION
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One to two days post application it is normal to loose a few extensions on 
natural lashes. This is because the weight of an extension will encourage a 
natural lash to shed that is already mature and ready to shed.

Prematurely plucking lashes (disrupting their growth cycle) is damaging. 
Do not pick, rub or pluck!

Avoid touching your eyelash extensions with your hands, use your brush. If 
you do not use eyeshadow, rinse your lids daily of natural oils by running 
clean fingers over your lids (not lashes) and wiping them dry. 

Natural eyelashes grow and shed at different rates so your fill 
appointment should be booked around 3 weeks. 

If you have amazing retention and only 20% lashes shed or lost an 
extension, your artist should always replace at least 50% of your lashes. 
This will ensure that the original 80% don’t all fall out in the next week.

It is the responsibility of your artist to do no harm to the growth cycle of 
your natural lashes. Professional lash artists take this very seriously. 

We do this by ensuring that no single lash or lash fan is too heavy for the 
natural lash. 

If a client requests an extremely full set of lashes- the artist will always try 
to do this to the best of her ability while adhering to this professional 
standard. 

The degree of looks that can be achieved with eyelash extensions is in 
direct coloration to the clients natural lash and what can be achieved 
safely with long-term health and longevity and retention in mind. 

It is best when the artist and client communicate clearly about what the 
clients expectations are from her appointment. The artist will do her very 
best to achieve the perfect look, but it may take one or two 
appointments. Every eyes shape is so unique and special!

A good artist LOVES design and retention feedback. Because every 
person’s lifestyle is different- some styles may be better suited than others 
for best retention and longevity of the lashes.

CLIENT EDUCATION
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Lashes are manufactured with a type of thermoplastic polyester. 
That is very strong, durable and heat resistant. Good quality 
eyelashes will keep their curl under stress to a certain extreme. 
Cheap ones will not.  

It is melted and molded into various thicknesses, lengths and curls. 
These are measured by diameter.

CLIENT EDUCATION

.15 diameter lashes are common for classic sets. One lash at a time is 
adhered on to your natural lash using a special lash adhesive.

.10 diameter lashes and less (.05, .07) are used for volume lash sets. The 
artist picks up several lashes at once using a special technique and places 
a fan of lashes on a single natural eyelash.

All application of eyelashes MUST be to a single natural eyelash. Not 
doing so can creating pain, itching, permanent lash damage and 
infection due to premature lash loss.

Pre-made volume fans are a type of lash that comes pre-fanned and pre-
glued. They are slightly heavier than handmade, pro-made fans. 
Handmade fans have better retention on the lash because the base is 
able to wrap around the natural lash. The pre-made sits on top of the lash. 
Classic lashes also sit on top. 

The choice between pre-made and pro-made are up to the artist skills 
and client preference. Both are great options for eyelash extension sets.

Adhesives primary agent is cyanoacrylate. Allergy occurs when a client is 
exposed to this chemical repeatedly. This can be avoided by washing lids 
post-application to reduce any fumes that have settled around the eye 
area.
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Adhesives primary agent is cyanoacrylate. Allergy occurs when a client is 
exposed to this chemical repeatedly. This can be avoided by washing lids 
post-application to reduce any fumes that have settled around the eye 
area.

When your artist is applying your extensions it is extremely important that 
your artist patches you eye properly. If the patch opens the eye, fumes 
may get into the eyes! 

It is equally important that the client keeps her eyes completely shut. If 
you cannot close your eyes all the way, your artist may choose not to 
proceed with application. 

When the eyes don’t completely close, or the patches open the eye, 
fumes can settle on the eye. Minor exposure will cause a very mild and 
safe eye irritation.  If the problem persists and the eye is exposed for a 
prolonged period, it may result in chemical burn. 

If you feel your eyes watering, or anything in your eye during application, 
inform your lash artist. Sensitive eyes may water slightly at the beginning 
of application. This is normal. Prolonging tearing should be addressed.

The adhesive will react to certain solvents that are in everyday products 
such as oil and alcohol. Oil derivatives are in a lot of products! Be mindful 
of products around the eye area if you want to protect your investment, 
and have beautiful lashes for longer!

Natural eyelashes wick away moisture and dust from the eye, and also 
protect from dirt and debris. Due to the porous nature of the cured 
adhesive, eyelash extensions can do the opposite, they can collect things 
from our environment. 

They are completely safe. Just remember to keep them clean. 

Use a very soft bristle brush and an artist recommended cleanser only (oil 
free!) and gently cleanse your lashes daily. Rinse with water. This will 
prevent build up, prevent stinging eyes (from dust run-off into your eyes) 
and prevent any bacteria related conditions.

CLIENT EDUCATION
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ARTIST OATH

• Uphold high standard for sanitary practice for your safety.
• Keep discussions and personal health information confidential.
• Always replace a minimum of 50% of your lashes during a fill. 
• Always put the health of your lashes before monetary gain.
• Welcome feedback as a part of personal skill and business 

development and as a part of client satisfaction protocol.

Signed________________

CLIENT OATH

• Clean my lashes daily with soft bristle brush and recommended 
lash cleanser only.

• Not use any products with oil derivatives on or around my 
eyelashes.

• I will not pick, pull, pluck or rub my extensions.
• I will inform my artist of any changes to the health to my eyes or 

unusual extension loss immediately (unusual being within one 
week of service)

• Book ahead to the best of my ability.
• Arrive to my appointment on time to the best of my ability.

Signed________________

CLIENT/ARTIST OATH
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It is our professional responsibility to disinfect all tools and 
instruments that come in contact with our clients after each use.

• Throw away single use items after use.
• Thoroughly clean instruments with soap and water.
• Disinfect all instruments in disinfection solution for time instructed 

on the bottle.
• With gloved hands, rinse disinfected tools with water.
• Sanitize treatment area: all surfaces, chair/bed

To avoid direct contact with your client you we always do one of the 
following: 

Wear gloves
Drape a clean hand towel over her forehead
Drape a kleenex over her forehead.

HANDWASHING 

Wet hands with running water — either warm or cold.
Apply liquid, bar or powder soap to a cupped hand.
Rub hands, palm to palm, vigorously for at least 20 seconds.
Rinse well.
Dry hands with a clean towel.
Use the towel to turn off the faucet.

We always disinfect tools and follow handwashing 
procedure between each client.

DECONTAMINATION.

Using an accelerated hydrogen peroxide product is the most effect way to 
disinfect as per Health Canada Guidelines. Accel TB or PREempt or cs20.

We always disinfect for the time instructed on the bottle and change 
solution every 2 weeks or as directed.

Disinfection
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NAME: DATE:

EMAIL: PHONE:

EMERGENCY CONTACT: PHONE:

In your opinion what are the qualities of a good lash service?

❑ Long 
❑ Short 
❑Medium length
❑Dense, dark
❑Natural 
❑Whispy, staggered lash line
❑Perfect shape

Do you have any allergies (latex, acrylates, pollen dander)?

Do you have any specific requirements for your appointment?

Do you have any specific design preference (length, style)?

Contacts must be removed prior to any service.

Any changes in health must be discussed with your lash artist prior to 
your appointment.

If there is any unusual lash shedding, inform your artist within 5 days of 
your appointment. 

Artist may run late up to 20 minutes.  When rebooking please allow 
extra time in your schedule.

Signature: Parent or Guardian Name

Signature

Love of beauty is taste. Creation of beauty is art.

CLIENT CONSULT.

❑Quick appointment time
❑Online booking available
❑Evening appointments
❑Afternoon appointments
❑Morning appointments
❑Quiet service (limited chatting)
❑Friendly conversation
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WAIVER.

Eyelash Extensions Consent/Release Form

By signing and proceeding with your lash appointment, you acknowledge that 
eyelash extensions carry certain inherit and possible risks of allergic reaction at any 
time (including, but not limited to), redness, irritations from the chemicals in the 
adhesives used, itching, swelling, and/or other symptoms of ocular distress that are 
beyond the lash artists responsibility or control. The adhesives and adhesive 
removers are both a possible eye and skin irritant and you can become allergic to 
the ingredients at any time- even after repeat exposure. 
If you need to seek medical attention you must do so and at your own expense. 
While there are no refunds for this service once applied, removal within 48 hours is 
complimentary, otherwise a safe removal fee will apply. 
Please note that retention and length between visits for upkeep are relative to each 
client's natural lash cycle and how many synthetic lashes can realistically be placed 
in a session. If you have few natural lashes there is a likely chance you will need to 
book appointments closer together. 

Book your 2-4 week fill appointment ahead of time to the best of your ability, there 
are no guarantees for last-minute availability. 

There is a 24-hour cancellation fee of 50% of your appointment and must be paid 
before booking your next visit. 

Photos may be taken of your eyes and lashes for sharing and marketing purposes.
__ initial. I consent for photos to be taken of my lashes.

You have the opportunity to discuss any questions or concerns you have about this 
optional cosmetic service.

Name: ______________________ 
Date: _______________________ 
Signature: ___________________ 
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LASH STYLE 
CHART

TRAITS WIDE CLOSE UP DOWN DEEP PRO
TRUDE ALMOND ROUND THIN

WIDE SET X X DOLL DOLL C
DOLL

SHORT
KITTEN DOLL SHORT

KITTEN DOLL

CLOSE SET X X CAT DOLL C
CAT

SHORT
CAT CAT SHORT

CAT CAT

UP TURN DOLL CAT X X C
ALL 

SHORT
ALL X X ALL

DOWN TURN DOLL DOLL X X C
DOLL

SHORT
KITTEN X SHORT

KITTEN DOLL

DEEP
SET

C
DOLL

C
CAT 

C
ALL

C
DOLL X X C

ALL 
C

CAT 
C

ALL

PRO
TRUDE

SHORT
KITTEN

SHORT
CAT

SHORT
ALL

SHORT
KITTEN X X SHORT

CAT
SHORT

CAT
SHORT

CAT

ALMOND DOLL CAT X X C
ALL

SHORT
CAT X X X

ROUND SHORT
KITTEN

SHORT
CAT

SHORT
ALL

SHORT
KITTEN

C
CAT

SHORT
CAT X X X

THIN DOLL CAT ALL DOLL C
ALL

SHORT
CAT X X X

ARTIST GUIDE TO CHOOSING STYLES

Choose any two dominant traits to see what style suits the client best!

CAT: Cat or Kitten only   C: C- Curl or less no curly lashes

DOLL: Doll or Kitten only SHORT: Shorter lengths only frame eyes

KITTEN: Kitten only ALL: All styles are good. Use brows to guide.


